THE MOTOR HOME THAT REALLY WORKS
Inviting and beautiful, the bedroom is decorated with coordinated fabrics, wood cabinetry, new decor lighting and day/night shades.

The new 36U floor plan features both living and bedroom slide-outs. Relax on the spacious L-shaped sofa/sleeper as you enjoy your optional entertainment center and 32” television (36U only). Not to mention a spectacular view of the great outdoors through the large dual-pane picture windows.

The optional workstation table in the new 36U floor plan easily slides side-to-side to create a desk for your personal computer. Stay in touch with family and friends by e-mail or maybe get a little business done in a great work environment—the outdoors.

Inviting and beautiful, the bedroom is decorated with coordinated fabrics, wood cabinetry, new decor lighting and day/night shades.

The Motor Home that Really Works

In 1985, the Bounder by Fleetwood was developed as the result of spending countless hours on the road in a motor home. Starting with a clean sheet of paper, Bounder’s creators revolutionized the motor home industry by emphasizing several key design parameters that we continue to follow today. Bounder must provide function, serviceability, usable storage, large fuel and water capacities while providing an affordable, comfortable motor home.

Today’s Bounder is the evolution of those same design intentions. Bounder’s proud heritage is shared by its over 4,000 club members, and the confirmation that since its introduction, Bounder has spent more time as the number-one-selling Class A motor home in America*, more than any other single Class A brand.

Combine all of those things with the world’s largest RV manufacturer and you’ll see why Bounder is known as “The Motor Home That Really Works.”

*According to Statistical Surveys, Inc.–May 2001
Interior and Exterior Colors

**Bluestone Mist**

- **Living Room Feature**
  - Living Room Upholstery
  - Bedroom Feature
  - Bedroom Coordinate
  - Drapery

**Exterior Color**
- American Oak (Standard)
- Cherry (Optional)

**Shimmering Silverleaf**

- **Living Room Feature**
  - Living Room Upholstery
  - Bedroom Feature
  - Bedroom Coordinate/Drapery

**Exterior Color**
- American Oak (Standard)
- Cherry (Optional)

**Misty Fern**

- **Living Room Feature**
  - Living Room Upholstery
  - Bedroom Feature
  - Bedroom Coordinate
  - Drapery

**Exterior Color**
- American Oak (Standard)
- Cherry (Optional)
For over 50 years, we at Fleetwood have understood that people love the freedom and independence an RV provides. As a pioneer in the RV industry, Fleetwood is synonymous with outdoor recreation, and over the last half-century, we’ve grown to become the largest manufacturer of recreational vehicles in the world. This growth was inspired by the simple credo of Fleetwood’s founder—to build great value into practical products that work hard for the consumer—a philosophy fully embraced by every Fleetwood associate to this day.

Go to any campground, state park or auto race and chances are that there will be more Fleetwood RVs present than units from any other manufacturer. Over two million vacations a year are taken in Fleetwood RVs, vacations that represent the dreams of RV owners. That’s a great number of dreams to live up to. Yet, year after year, Fleetwood comes through.

That’s why we remain the number one RV manufacturer in the world—we make the dreams of our customers come true.